Abstract-Automatic species recognition plays an important role in assisting ecologists to monitor the environment. One critical issue in this research area is that software developers need prior knowledge of specific targets people are interested in to build templates for these targets. This paper proposes a novel approach for automatic species recognition based on generic knowledge about acoustic events to detect species. Acoustic component detection is the most critical and fundamental part of this proposed approach. This paper gives clear definitions of acoustic components and presents three clustering algorithms for detecting four acoustic components in sound recordings; whistles, clicks, slurs, and blocks. The experiment result demonstrates that these acoustic component recognisers have achieved high precision and recall rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human activities have had a largely negative impact on the ecosystem due to clearing of native habitat and pollution. Environmental monitoring has become an important research area to assess environment health. In this paper we focus on fauna assessment. Sensors have been deployed in nature to collect acoustic data for ecologists and they analyse this data using automated tools [1] .
A critical research problem for automated acoustic analysis is to develop effective recognisers to identify species. However, it is far more difficult for automated tools to detect species and diversity than experienced ecologists. Critical barriers are: background noise; limited research into acoustics for terrestrial ecological monitoring; large volumes and intensive processing; variations in time, species, region, distance, environment and equipment.
To date, some related work has been carried out to build automated species recognisers. In 2010, Cheng et al. chose cepstral features (MFCCs) combined with Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for individual recognition of four passerines [2] . Problems were that GMM had to be improved to optimise the recognition result and large levels of background noise still were big problems for this algorithm. Hu et al. had concentrated on cane-toad monitoring [3] , [4] . They carried out the classification on the waveform of frog calls. However, the match templates were built under strict conditions with no noise and they needed detailed prior knowledge of different frog species calls.
Some scientists focused on the recognition of different call structures of acoustic events as animal calls always have similar structures. In 2006, Brandes et al. used techniques associated with image processing to detect and classify narrow-band cricket and frog calls [5] . It was the first time to use techniques associated with image processing to spectrograms for species recognition. There were many advantages to use this method. High true-positive accuracy can be obtained. Application can be calls with narrow-band structures. Disadvantages also existed. The accuracy largely depended on the known sonotypes and the overlap extent of the sonotype feature values. Potential of misclassification relied heavily on the extent of the libraries completion and the known variation. Chen and Maher provided an algorithm for tonal bird vocalization (harmonic or inharmonic) detection using spectral peak tracks [6] . This method had limitations in two aspects. First, the method was inappropriate for use with bird vocalizations containing periodic or noise-like components. Second, the method also was inappropriate if the underlying spectral components changed too rapidly in frequency or fluctuate in amplitude such that the peak tracks cannot be determined reliably.
In 2009, Agranat developed an algorithm with the Song Scope software to detect not only the spectral and temporal features of individual syllables, but also how syllables were organised into more complex songs [7] . MFCCs were selected for the typical classifier, Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The experimental result gives a very promising illustration that the Song Scope classification algorithm can achieve relatively high accuracy among a large of vocalizations with limited training data. This algorithm gives out the idea of syllable clustering for the first time with the software of Song Scope. The limitation is that all training data to generate specific call templates is manually classified into groups. Moreover, MFCCs combined with HMM, as a species recogniser, is not as accurate for recognition of currawong calls [8] .
Towsey developed an oscillation detection algorithm to recognise calls that incorporate a repeating or oscillatory structure [8] . The point is that this algorithm needs prior knowledge about the oscillation structure of targets. Planitz 978-1-4577-0674-5/11/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE ISSNIP 2011
developed Acoustic Event Detection (AED) to detect rectangle structures such as ground parrot call, wind and rain. However, the template of ground parrot is built manually with detailed prior knowledge [8] . Related work discussed above identified a critical issue in the area of automated acoustic event recognition. This issue lies in the fact that software developers need detailed prior knowledge of targeted call structures to build templates. A call structure is comprised of acoustic components. There is a severe lack of research into developing a generic acoustic component template library for species classification.
This research proposes a novel approach for automatic species recognition based on generic knowledge about acoustic events to detect species. An acoustic component library will be built with detectors developed for each component. This library will be used to build call structure templates automatically for species recognition. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no studies on automated species recognition using call structure templates automatically built by clustered components.
The proposed research will advance techniques for biodiversity analysis. The proposed algorithms will help ecologists speed up the process for determining species richness. We have designed approaches to identify generic components of acoustic events, which will be used further to develop recognisers for specific species.
II. WORK BENCH
This proposed research is part of an ongoing project by the Microsoft QUT eResearch (MQUTeR) Centre. The MQUTeR Sensor Network Research Team collects acoustic data for environmental monitoring for a range of projects, including investigating rare birds, koala behaviour, and monitoring the environment of Samford Valley (located 20 kilometres northwest of Brisbane). This project aims to provide helpful web tools for ecologists. These tools apply information and computational technologies to all aspects of acoustic analysis for environmental monitoring. This project focuses on automated and semi-automated faunal acoustic event analysis.
Sound is collected by two means: acoustic sensor networks and recorders. The website (http://sensor.mquter.qut.edu.au/) provides an interface for users to access the acoustic data, tag sounds of interest, and perform various types of analysis.
Several kinds of automatic species recognisers have been developed for Ground Parrot (Pezoporus wallicus), male Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus), Asian House Gecko (Hemidactylus frenatus), Eastern Whipbird (Psophodes olivaceus), and other animals [8] . However, all these recognisers take a "bottom-up view" which means they need prior knowledge of the target species to manually build templates. Additionally, each recogniser is designed to work for one specific call structure. Many species exhibit a number of call structures (particularly avian species) and these calls are of interest to ecologists [9] . This research focuses on the top-down view of automated acoustic species recognition to provide general representations for call components. These call components are prepared for automatic template building and classification tasks.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In the bottom-up approach, scientists build call templates manually based on detailed prior knowledge of targets people are interested in. In technique, bottom-up approach is from the pixel level to describe a call. In contrast, the proposed topdown approach looks for the generic knowledge about call structures and fundamental components of acoustic events. In technique, top-down approach is from an intermediate level (component) to describe a call.
The aim of this approach is to automatically build a template library of acoustic events upon acoustic component detection. The template library will allow the generalization of existing recognisers and the development of new recognisers for species recognition. Fig. 1 shows the process of the proposed top-down approach. The raw data (sound recordings in waveforms) is first processed by noise reduction using signal processing techniques, which is followed by transforming the waveform into a spectrogram. We will define generic acoustic components in the spectrogram such as lines (usually with angles), oscillations, stacked harmonics, and others. A set of acoustic components which are distinguished from each other will be built. Feature vectors of different acoustic components will be extracted or defined in order to develop detectors for each component. In each spectrogram, we will detect each component's location using component detectors. The information of component location will provide feature vectors for pixel/shape clustering. We propose to conduct the pixel/shape clustering in order to cluster all the pixels/shapes in the spectrogram. These clustered pixels/shapes will in turn form different call structures. A template library will be built based on call structures by IT scientists or ecologists using their prior-knowledge about species calls. These automatically generated templates have two advantages: different types and levels for each species call as well as the definition and modelling of unknown calls. This is due to the fact that the species call varies under different ecological conditions. Thus, different types of templates need to be covered. Another fact is that the location where the bird calls is also important. A typical example is that when the bird calls far away from the sensor, the intensity strength of the call structure in the spectrogram is weaker than the one which is closed to the sensor. In this case, different levels (according to the intensity of acoustic energy) of templates for each type of call structure are also needed to be collected. Upon this template library, more and more species will be recognised automatically either using existing recognisers or new developed recognisers.
IV. DEFINITION OF ACOUSTIC COMPONENTS
Acoustic components are the basic elements of audible events that are attributable to a particular source, as for example a bird call. Unlike other common definitions of acoustic components (which focus on the phonetics of a sound) [10] , [11] , in this work we are concerned with the appearance of an acoustic component in a spectrogram. We have accumulated a library of 50 recordings that include five categories of acoustic component: lines (at any angle), blocks, warbles, oscillations and stacked harmonics.
A. Lines
McCallum [8] recognizes three kinds of spectral line according to their bioacoustics implication. A whistle is a continuous tone that appears as a horizontal line in a spectrogram. A click is a vertical line, while a slur covers all frequency modulated tones from the whip to a slow chirp [11] . Other terminology includes up-slurs, down-slurs, over-slurs and under-slurs, depending on the frequency trend [12] . This classification proved useful for our purposes. Fig. 2 shows some examples of lines in spectrograms. 
B. Blocks
Blocks represent concentrations of acoustic energy that occupy a rectangular, triangular or some other shaped portion of a spectrogram (Fig. 3) . They are extended in both the time and frequency domain. 
C. Warbles
A warble is a particular case of a spectral line (Fig. 4) , a tone modulated in one direction and then back again. Warbles often have the appearance of some part of a sine wave [11] . 
D. Stacked Harmonics
Stacked harmonics appear as a vertical stack of lines or warbles, often equally spaced. The lowest member of a stack is the fundamental frequency (Fig. 5) . 
E. Oscillations
Oscillations consist of a repeated acoustic component, typically a repeated click or stacked harmonic (Fig. 6 ). Our objective in this work is to locate acoustic components in spectra regardless of their context, that is, regardless of whether they are components of a more complex animal call or originating from a non-biological source. We describe the detection of whistles, clicks, slurs, and blocks. The detection of other types of components is future work.
A. Signal acquisition and processing
Signals were acquired using an acoustic data logger configured for continuous recording over 24 hours [1] . All recordings were sampled at 22,050 Hz and a bit rate of 16. Long recordings were subsequently split into one minute segments. The signal is framed using a window of 256 samples (11.6ms) which offers a reasonable compromise between time and frequency resolution. A Hamming window function is applied to each frame prior to performing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which yields amplitude values for 256 frequency bins, each spanning 43.07 Hz [8] . Each one minute audio signal was then split into three bands using a filter bank of three Type 1 Chebyshev band-pass filters, 200-2500Hz, 2000-4500Hz and 4000-6500Hz. Each filter had order = 10 and ripple = 0.1 dB. The filters were overlapped to compensate for drop-off at the edge of each band.
B. Feature Extraction
Each of the three signals output by the filter bank was treated in the same way. Each one minute signal was framed with a non-overlapping window of 256 samples. Four features were extracted from each frame, the average amplitude value (dB) in the frame, the number of zero-crossings (ZC), the average and the standard deviation (SD) of the sample number between zero-crossings. The average amplitude value was calculated using:
where N = the window size and i takes values from 0 to N-1. Note that the dB values at this stage are with respect to a hypothetical signal having unit amplitude in each frequency bin.
The ZC value implies an 'average' frequency (f z ) for the frame given by: = × /2 where s = the signal sampling rate (22,050 samples per second), z = the zero-crossing count for the frame and N = window size. We now have three values derived from each frame, dB, f z and SD z . Fig. 7a illustrates the typical relationship between the standard deviation of the zerocrossing SD z and implied frequency (f z ). The scatter plot shows a trend line with outliers. The trend line is derived from background noise in the original recording and the outliers are due to bird calls.
C. Noise Removal
The next step is to select frames that have dB values or SD z values that are significantly different from background noise. For the dB values this is straight forward. We construct a histogram of the dB values as shown in Fig. 7c . The bin containing the maximum number of values is taken to be the average value of background noise and signal components can be seen in the extended tail on right side of the histogram. A standard deviation for the noise value (SD N ) can be calculated from the left side of the histogram assuming that noise is normally distributed. dB values that exceed 1.96 SD N above the mean value have 1% chance or less of being due to noise. Frames that satisfy this condition are said to contain dB hits.
The selection of frames that contain significantly low SD z values (implying the detection of a whistle or pure tone) is more complicated because of the dependence of SD z on f z . Background environmental noise is typically 'pink', its power declining with increasing frequency. It is necessary to detrend the data displayed in Fig. 7a . We used a MATLAB function (the exponential ( ) = × exp ( × )) to detrend and plotted the residuals against f z (Fig. 7b) . It is now possible to calculate a single threshold (using the histogram method outlined above) to select frames having significantly low SD z values. Once again we set a confidence level of 99% (≥ 1.96 SD N ). Frames that satisfy this condition are said to contain whistle hits. We now have a collection of dB hits and whistle hits derived from the three frequency bands of the original recording. These hits are pooled and subsequently displayed superimposed on a spectrogram of the original signal. Fig. 8a illustrates a small (approximately two second) portion of a spectrogram. Fig. 8b illustrates the same portion of the spectrogram where each cross represents a dB hit (the cross is placed at the 'implied' frequency f z ) and Fig. 8c illustrates the whistle hits. Although it is not easily apparent from Fig. 8 , the whistle hits were more accurate at picking out bird whistles a.
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Histogram of dB while the dB hits were more accurate at picking out other acoustic components. The next step was to develop algorithms to detect three acoustic components, whistles, clicks/slurs and blocks, by recognizing clusters of hits having the appropriate distribution.
E. Whistle Detection
Bird whistles typically persist over a number of frames in the same frequency bin. High amplitude whistles will occupy adjacent frequency bins. Furthermore not all the frames within a bird whistle exceed the thresholds set for detection of whistle-hits. Therefore, it is necessary to cluster whistle hits. The algorithm is in two steps: first, link whistle hits that satisfy whistle conditions in the time domain and two, link hits that satisfy whistle conditions in the frequency domain.
Step 1: The temporal clustering of consecutive whistle hits:
a. For each frequency bin b, join any group of consecutive whistle hits whose number is at least w and where the gap (in seconds) between adjacent hits does not exceed t seconds. Typical parameter values used in this study are w = 5 hits and t = 0.1 seconds. b. Remove all whistle hits that are not included in a group. c. Output the start and end frames of the remaining temporal groups.
Step 2: Group whistles across frequency bins:
For each frequency bin b, join a whistle in bin b to a whistle in bin b+1 if they overlap temporally or if their adjacent ends are separated by less than s milliseconds. Typical parameter value used in this study is s = 35 ms.
F. Click and Slur Detection
For click and slur detection we searched for clusters of dB hits. Again the algorithm consists of two steps: step one, find clusters of dB hits in the temporal domain; and step two, determine which of those clusters satisfy the frequency conditions for a click or slur.
Step 1: The temporal clustering of consecutive dB hits: a. Stepping through frames, join any group of consecutive dB hits whose density exceeds h hits within t seconds.
Typical parameter values used in this study are h = 8 hits and t = 0.025 seconds. Note that the hit density for a click is greater than for a whistle. b. We impose a click latency. Consecutive clicks may not be closer than t seconds (t = 0.025s). c. Remove all dB hits that are not included in a group. d. Output the start and end frames of remaining temporal groups. Step2: Confirm click or slur: The object here is to confirm that the dB hits grouped in the previous step span a sufficient frequency band to constitute a click. a. For each of the hits in a potential group from Step 1, join any group of at least h consecutive hits where the (frequency) bin gap between adjacent hits never exceeds b bins. Typical parameter values used in this study are h = 5 hits and b = 8 bins. b. Output the start frame and frequency and the end frame and frequency of each confirmed click/slur.
G. Block Detection
Block detection is a modification of click detection and begins with the spectrogram of dB hits.
Step 1: Group adjacent frames that have whistle hits: a. Stepping through frames, join any group of consecutive dB hits whose number is at least h and the gap (in seconds) between adjacent hits does not exceed t seconds. Typical parameter values used in this study are h = 30 and t = 0.05 seconds. b. Remove all dB hits not included in a group. c. Output the start and end point of each group.
Step 2: Trim blocks: For each bin within a group output by step 1, remove hits where the total hits in the bin are less than n. Typical parameter value used in this study is n = 3 hits. We selected 30 one minute recordings containing whistles, clicks, slurs and blocks from a 3.5 hour recording of a nature reserve in Samford Valley, West of Brisbane, Australia. 20 recordings were selected randomly to be used as training data to estimate suitable parameters for the various detectors. Parameter estimation was by trial and error. The remaining 10 recordings were used to test performance on previously unseen recordings. The parameter values derived from the training data are those reported in the previous section. Results are displayed in table I for each of the 10 test recordings. The important summary results are shown in the bottom row of the table. The accuracy (average of recall and precision) for the detection of 244 whistles was 85%; the accuracy for the detection of 126 blocks was also 85%; and for the detection of 562 clicks, the accuracy was 88%. Fig. 9b illustrates results of applying all three detectors to the signal whose spectrogram is shown in Fig. 9a . Note that three of four whistles are detected as well as one click and a block. The method is able to disentangle a block (top right) which overlaps a click and a whistle. Fig. 10 illustrates further examples of whistle, click, slur and block detection. As might be expected, the accuracy of our method depends on the signal to noise ratio and on the number of confounding components. Acoustic components uttered by birds close to the microphone (and therefore having a higher signal to noise ratio) were better detected than those further away. In addition the accuracy of click recognition was reduced when clicks overlapped other components, in particular blocks.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Automated animal call recognition has the potential to dramatically improve the ability of ecologists to monitor the environment on large spatial and temporal scales. The approach taken by most call recognition methods to date is to construct a detailed representation of each call of interest. This of course requires detailed prior knowledge based on the collection of a large number of representative calls.
The approach proposed in this paper attempts to simplify animal call recognition by assuming that all calls can be considered as composed of a sequence of generic acoustic components. In addition, assuming a finite number of components, recognition of calls can be treated as a syntactic pattern recognition problem where calls consist of a sequence of symbols from a finite alphabet. This approach was described in Towsey [8] but it incorporated only two kinds of acoustic component, whistles and whips.
Detection of generic acoustic components is the critical part of the proposed method. In this paper we have described algorithms to detect four kinds of component: whistles, clicks, slurs and blocks. The approach appears quite promising.
Future work will pursue three avenues: 1: Use of a machine learning algorithm to optimize parameter values for the acoustic component detection algorithms. 2: The recognition of other acoustic components such as warbles. 3. The recognition of animal calls using syntactic pattern recognition with an expanded alphabet of acoustic components. Based upon the results presented here, we believe this approach holds much promise.
